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The PresidenT’s………...PiPing's…………...BoB Pasco
Well fellow beekeepers'
I thought last month may be the last newsletter of the year since we don't meet in
December. But our workaholic Newsletter Editor wants to publish one more to
finish up the year.
I have enjoyed being president of the bee club but I couldn't have enjoyed it without the help of you the members. Bringing up your thought’s in our discussion
times, helping at the fair, just giving your time to talk to bee club and others
about bees. All of this helps promote bees and beekeeping as a very worthwhile
hobby and sideline business here on the peninsula.
I would also like to thank the executive board. The board are who really keeps
things on track. I may have seemed half lost at times at the podium but I would
have been totaly lost without the hard work and dedication of the board. You
made it happen far more than I did. Thank you.
Last I should mention bees. The snow has just left my house , its cold, its wet, it
is not good bee weather. But theres always next year! And in the new year I will
try to form a queen rearing group. So think about it, decide if you want to learn
another aspect of beekeeping, if you want to raise your own queens and lets talk
about it after the Jan. meeting.
—Bob
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The Vice President…………Buzzings…….Cindy

With dry conditions this summer and into the fall, some bee colonies scarcely built up
enough honey for the winter. Conversations at the October and November meetings touched
on feeding strategies. With the added effects of our recent wet and cold temperatures, it reminds us that the bees and flowers are really one entity; one cannot exist without the other.
And, when the sun is reduced by too much cloud-cover, it weakens the bees and the plants that
they depend on. I am hearing similar stories from other beekeepers across the peninsula and
am going into the winter with a watchful eye from the bees’ perspective and a plan to evaluate
the need for more native plant species. I invite you to share your observations with Walt for
inclusion in future newsletters –this is one way that we can increase our knowledge and understanding of the bees in our area and how our interactions may affect them.
Quietly buzzing as I plan for my new role in the coming year,
—Cindy Ericksen

Incoming Vice President….Meg Depew
Hello Everyone!
First off, I would like to thank everyone for the vote of confidence, allowing me the honor of
serving as the Vice President of NOPBA. I have great hopes for the organization in the coming
year, with each of us growing as individuals and as a group. I am eager to work with the new
board because I see such good things for our future.
I've heard that the backyard beekeeper is going to be the saving grace for the species. I hope
that each of us will have a small part in this. Simon Buxton, a Fellow of the Royal Anthropological Institute said, “The future of beekeeping is not in one beekeeper with 60,000 hives, but rather 60,000 people with one hive”. We are a few of those 60,000. I see our group, and each of us
individually, as stewards of the bees. We come together with different intentions; some for sustainable resources, some more altruistic; but we come together for the sake of the bees.
I will never be long on words, but I will work hard for you; I will work to balance the stewardship and the growth of beekeeping as hobby, a sustainable and profitable business enterprise,
and always as an educational opportunity. Here's to us all, and always- to our bees!
—Meg Depew
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PRESIDENTIAL M EMORAN DUM -- CREATING A FEDERAL STRATEGY TO PROMOTE THE HEALTH OF HONEY BEES AND OTHER POLLINATORS
MEMORANDUM FOR HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES
SUBJECT: Creating a Federal Strategy to Promote the Health of Honey Bees and Other Pollinators
Pollinators contribute substantially to the economy of the United States and are vital to keeping fruits, nuts, and
vegetables in our diets. Honey bee pollination alone adds more than $15 billion in value to agricultural crops each
year in the United States. Over the past few decades, there has been a significant loss of pollinators, including
honey bees, native bees, birds, bats, and butterflies, from the environment. The problem is serious and requires
immediate attention to ensure the sustainability of our food production systems, avoid additional economic impact
on the agricultural sector, and protect the health of the environment.
Pollinator losses have been severe. The number of migrating Monarch butterflies sank to the lowest recorded population level in 2013-14, and there is an imminent risk of failed migration. The continued loss of commercial honey bee colonies poses a threat to the economic stability of commercial beekeeping and pollination operations in the
United States, which could have profound implications for agriculture and food. Severe yearly declines create concern that bee colony losses could reach a point from which the commercial pollination industry would not be able
to adequately recover. The loss of native bees, which also play a key role in pollination of crops, is much less studied, but many native bee species are believed to be in decline. Scientists believe that bee losses are likely caused
by a combination of stressors, including poor bee nutrition, loss of forage lands, parasites, pathogens, lack of genetic diversity, and exposure to pesticides.
Given the breadth, severity, and persistence of pollinator losses, it is critical to expand Federal efforts and take
new steps to reverse pollinator losses and help restore populations to healthy levels. These steps should include
the development of new public-private partnerships and increased citizen engagement. Therefore, by the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United States of America, I hereby direct the
following:
Section 1. Establishing the Pollinator Health Task Force. There is hereby established the Pollinator Health Task
Force (Task Force), to be co-chaired by the Secretary of Agriculture and the Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency. In addition to the Co-Chairs, the Task Force shall also include the heads, or their designated
representatives, from:
(a) the Department of State;
(b) the Department of Defense;
(c) the Department of the Interior;
(d) the Department of Housing and Urban Development;
(e) the Department of Transportation;
(f) the Department of Energy;
(g) the Department of Education;
(h) the Council on Environmental Quality;
(i) the Domestic Policy Council;
(j) the General Services Administration;
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(k) the National Science Foundation;
(l) the National Security Council Staff;
(m) the Office of Management and Budget;
(n) the Office of Science and Technology Policy; and
(o) such executive departments, agencies, and offices as the Co-Chairs may designate.
Sec. 2. Mission and Function of the Task Force. Within 180 days of the date of this memorandum, the Task Force
shall develop a National Pollinator Health Strategy (Strategy), which shall include explicit goals, milestones, and
metrics to measure progress. The Strategy shall include the following components:
(a) Pollinator Research Action Plan. The Strategy shall include an Action Plan (Plan) to focus Federal efforts
on understanding, preventing, and recovering from pollinator losses. The Plan shall be informed by research
on relevant topics and include:
(i) studies of the health of managed honey bees and native bees, including longitudinal studies, to determine the relative contributions of, and mitigation strategies for, different stressors leading to species declines and colony collapse disorder, including exposure to pesticides, poor nutrition, parasites
and other pests, toxins, loss of habitat and reduced natural forage, pathogens, and unsustainable
management practices;
(ii) plans for expanded collection and sharing of data related to pollinator losses, technologies for continuous monitoring of honey bee hive health, and use of public-private partnerships, as appropriate,
to provide information on the status and trends of managed hive losses;
(iii) assessments of the status of native pollinators, including the Monarch butterfly and bees, and
modeling of native pollinator populations and habitats;
(iv) strategies for developing affordable seed mixes, including native pollinator-friendly plants, for
maintenance of honey bees and other pollinators, and guidelines for and evaluations of the effectiveness of using pollinator-friendly seed mixes for restoration and reclamation projects;
(v) identification of existing and new methods and best practices to reduce pollinator exposure to pesticides, and new cost-effective ways to control bee pests and diseases; and
(vi) strategies for targeting resources toward areas of high risk and restoration potential and prioritizing plans for restoration of pollinator habitat, based on those areas that will yield the greatest expected net benefits.
(b) Public Education Plan. The Strategy shall include plans for expanding and coordinating public education
programs outlining steps individuals and businesses can take to help address the loss of pollinators. It shall
also include recommendations for a coordinated public education campaign aimed at individuals, corporations, small businesses, schools, libraries, and museums to significantly increase public awareness of the
importance of pollinators and the steps that can be taken to protect them.
(c) Public-Private Partnerships. The Strategy shall include recommendations for developing public-private
partnerships to build on Federal efforts to encourage the protection of pollinators and increase the quality
and amount of habitat and forage for pollinators. In developing this part of the Strategy, the Task Force
shall consult with external stakeholders, including State, tribal, and local governments, farmers, corporations, and nongovernmental organizations.
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(d) Task Force member agencies shall report regularly to the Task Force on their efforts to implement section 3 of this memorandum.
Sec. 3. Increasing and Improving Pollinator Habitat. Unless otherwise specified, within 180 days of the date of this
memorandum:
(a) Task Force member agencies shall develop and provide to the Task Force plans to enhance pollinator
habitat, and subsequently implement, as appropriate, such plans on their managed lands and facilities, consistent with their missions and public safety. These plans may include: facility landscaping, including easements; land management; policies with respect to road and other rights-of-way; educational gardens; use of
integrated vegetation and pest management; increased native vegetation; and application of pollinatorfriendly best management practices and seed mixes. Task Force member agencies shall also review any new
or renewing land management contracts and grants for the opportunity to include requirements for enhancing pollinator habitat.
(b) Task Force member agencies shall evaluate permit and management practices on power line, pipeline,
utility, and other rights-of-way and easements, and, consistent with applicable law, make any necessary and
appropriate changes to enhance pollinator habitat on Federal lands through the use of integrated vegetation
and pest management and pollinator-friendly best management practices, and by supplementing existing
agreements and memoranda of understanding with rights-of-way holders, where appropriate, to establish
and improve pollinator habitat.
(c) Task Force member agencies shall incorporate pollinator health as a component of all future restoration
and reclamation projects, as appropriate, including all annual restoration plans.
(d) The Council on Environmental Quality and the General Services Administration shall, within 90 days of
the date of this memorandum, revise their respective guidance documents for designed landscapes and public buildings to incorporate, as appropriate, pollinator-friendly practices into site landscape performance requirements to create and maintain high quality habitats for pollinators. Future landscaping projects at all
Federal facilities shall, to the maximum extent appropriate, use plants beneficial to pollinators.
(e) The Departments of Agriculture and the Interior shall, within 90 days of the date of this memorandum,
develop best management practices for executive departments and agencies to enhance pollinator habitat on
Federal lands.
(f) The Departments of Agriculture and the Interior shall establish a reserve of native seed mixes, including
pollinator-friendly plants, for use on post-fire rehabilitation projects and other restoration activities.
(g) The Department of Agriculture shall, as appropriate and consistent with applicable law, substantially
increase both the acreage and forage value of pollinator habitat in the Department's conservation programs,
including the Conservation Reserve Program, and provide technical assistance, through collaboration with
the land-grant university-based cooperative extension services, to executive departments and agencies,
State, local, and tribal governments, and other entities and individuals, including farmers and ranchers, in
planting the most suitable pollinator-friendly habitats.
(h) The Department of the Interior shall assist States and State wildlife organizations, as appropriate, in
identifying and implementing projects to conserve pollinators at risk of endangerment and further pollinator
conservation through the revision and implementation of individual State Wildlife Action Plans. The Department of the Interior shall, upon request, provide technical support for these efforts, and keep the Task Force
apprised of such collaborations.
(i) The Department of Transportation shall evaluate its current guidance for grantees and informational resources to identify opportunities to increase pollinator habitat along roadways and implement improvements, as appropriate. The Department of Transportation shall work with State Departments of TransportaMMXIV, ISSUE 12
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tion and transportation associations to promote pollinator-friendly practices and corridors. The Department
of Transportation shall evaluate opportunities to make railways, pipelines, and transportation facilities
that are privately owned and operated aware of the need to increase pollinator habitat.
(j) The Department of Defense shall, consistent with law and the availability of appropriations, support
habitat restoration projects for pollinators, and shall direct military service installations to use, when possible, pollinator-friendly native landscaping and minimize use of pesticides harmful to pollinators through
integrated vegetation and pest management practices.
(k) The Army Corps of Engineers shall incorporate conservation practices for pollinator habitat improvement on the 12 million acres of lands and waters at resource development projects across the country, as
appropriate.
(l) The Environmental Protection Agency shall assess the effect of pesticides, including neonicotinoids, on
bee and other pollinator health and take action, as appropriate, to protect pollinators; engage State and
tribal environmental, agricultural, and wildlife agencies in the development of State and tribal pollinator
protection plans; encourage the incorporation of pollinator protection and habitat planting activities into
green infrastructure and Superfund projects; and expedite review of registration applications for new products targeting pests harmful to pollinators.
(m) Executive departments and agencies shall, as appropriate, take immediate measures to support pollinators during the 2014 growing season and thereafter. These measures may include planting pollinatorfriendly vegetation and increasing flower diversity in plantings, limiting mowing practices, and avoiding
the use of pesticides in sensitive pollinator habitats through integrated vegetation and pest management
practices.
Sec. 4. General Provisions.
(a) This memorandum shall be implemented consistent with applicable law and subject to the availability
of appropriations.
(b) Nothing in this memorandum shall be construed to impair or otherwise affect:
(i) the authority granted by law to any agency, or the head thereof; or
(ii) the functions of the Director of the Office of Management and Budget relating to budgetary, administrative, or legislative proposals.
(c) Nothing in this memorandum shall be construed to require the disclosure of confidential business information or trade secrets, classified information, law enforcement sensitive information, or other information
that must be protected in the interest of national security or public safety.
(d) This memorandum is not intended to, and does not, create any right or benefit, substantive or procedural, enforceable at law or in equity by any party against the United States, its departments, agencies, or entities, its officers, employees, or agents, or any other person.
(e) The Secretary of Agriculture is hereby authorized and directed to publish this memorandum in the Federal Register.
BARACK OBAMA
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Secretary’s…........... Waggle Dance Communications…......Jev
North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers’ Association (NOPBA)
Meeting Minutes November 09, 2014
The North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers met at the Port Angeles Public Library. President Bob Pasco
called the meeting to order at 1:12 p.m.
There were 25 members and 1 guest in attendance: President-Bob Pasco, Vice President- Cindy Ericksen, Secretary- Jev Unick, Treasurer-Walt Wielbicki, Education and Beekeeper Trustee-Mark Urnes,
Librarians-Marilyn Parks, Richard Parks, Ad Hock Trustee: Elisabeth Hegyi, Steve Reinhart, Tyrone
Tidwell, Jerry Dow, Barbara Powell, Linda Plenert, Tony Goldenberg, Joan Gloor, Meg Depew, Buddy
Depew, Kirsten Whitworth, Mary Campbell, Ken Campbell, Loretta Commet, Ed Phillips, Mike Radford, Terry Bendock, Bill Yada. Guest: Chris Beatty
Minutes from the October meeting were approved with following corrections. Mike Radford’s extractor is electric. Meeting date Nov. 09, 2014

Treasurer’s report: Previous balance: $4,034.19, Expenses: $0.00.
$4,044.19

Deposits: $10.00 New balance:

Library Report: Marilyn reported some books still checked out. Bill Yada donated some Bee Culture
magazines to the library. They will be available to check out.
Ad Hoc Trustee Report: Elizabeth reports there are still club t-shirts available for sale at $12.65
each.
Beekeeper/Education Trustee Report: Mark reports that four club hives are alive and the bees
have been flying. The hives are not currently being fed. Club hand cranked extractor has been used
and is currently available at $5.00 per day. Walt Wielbicki has an extractor that will take top bars and
foundationless frames.
Mark will be doing a candle making education presentation at a pre-school in Port Angeles.
Old Business:

Sales of club t-shirts to non members will be discussed in December at the NOPBA Board meeting (Date not yet set.) and brought to the club in January.
Newly elected officers for 2015 will meet with current officers at the board meeting in December.
Reminder for hive donations for next year’s County Fair raffle to contact Mark Urnes.
Walt Wielbicki purchased amplifier/speaker unit for listening to bees in the hive. Tony uses a
stethoscope in his hive.
Elections for 2015 will take place at the end of the meeting. Ballots will be counted and new officers introduced.
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North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers’ Association (NOPBA)
Meeting Minutes November 09, 2014
New Business:

Presentation by Jerry Freilich at the park visitor’s center on November 18th at 7PM. Topic is
the White Rumped Bumble Bee. See Facebook link to the Olympic National Park.
Mike Radford is interested in obtaining comb cappings.
Walt Wielbicki discussed lack of bee forage in our area. He shared information of specific bees
collecting from medicinal plants, “Doctor Bees”, to keep the hive healthy.
Mike Radford shared about a government sponsored program to plant forge diversity such as
phacelia, clovers and borage.
Announcements: Additional announcements were called for by President, Bob Pasco.

Motion to adjourn the meeting at 1:50PM was made by Cindy Ericksen and seconded by Walt Wielbicki.
Education topic this month – Candle making with Mark Urnes.

President, Bob Pasco, called out for anyone interested in adding their name to the 2015 election
ballot. No additions.
Ballots handed out, votes counted and 2015 NOPBA officers announced as the following.President: Cindy Ericksen
Vice President: Meg Depew
Secretary: Kirsten Whitworth
Treasurer: Walt Wielbicki
Education and Beekeeper Trustee: Mark Urnes
Next NOPBA meeting to be announced in January 2015.
.
Respectfully submitted,
Jev Unick, NOPBA Secretary
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Incoming Secretary for 2015…..Kirsten Whitworth
NOPBA Members:
I created a Facebook page for us. There are currently only 4 members.
North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers' Association
(https://www.facebook.com/groups/373469662811808/)

Happy Holidays!
Cheers,
Kirsten Whitworth
Quae singulae non valent, junctae vigent. -- Those who are not powerful while alone, thrive together.

Editor: Our new Secretary for 2015. Working for us and not even on the job yet.

I’m Make’n my list whose been

Take care of my friends
the Bees! Or you’ll bee
on the Naughty list!!!

Naughty or Nice
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A Visit To The DOW Apiary
Editor; I asked Jerry to write a little bit about his Apiary and his beekeeping along with his
lovely wife Linda… His story is unique in that he had been a club member years ago and took a
short Hiatus from beekeeping and started again this year. —Walt
Here is my/our short Bee story; —Jerry
I first started having bees back in the mid nineties when I had a few Langstroth hives at our
home on Cays Rd.. I was introduced to honey bees by my very good friend Larry Barr whom
some of you may remember. Larry was in the Sequim Bee Club which had maybe 15 or 20 members when I joined in 1995. He was my mentor. I do not recall if we had a name like NOPBA?
We met once a month and discussed our bees and our various bee projects helping each other as
best as we could, etc.. No one had Wi-fi with internet as I recall in those days, in any event, as
you can imagine there was not the prolific amount of info for beekeepers available then as there
is today, especially on the internet. In our bee group we shared books, magazines, bee experiences and so on. Varroa mites were coming into our area and we were all trying to figure out
what to do about them without killing our bees and contaminating our honey. I think that we
were only moderately successful at this.
OK, This past spring my wife Linda and I decided to try having some honeybees again. [A side
note] We had been boating and cruising the PNW, Olympia, Canada to Alaska . We were living
aboard full time in our boat the “Island Star”, a 53 ft trawler for about 6 years and we have
since become landlubbers. We started out last winter by locating and then joining NOPBA and
meeting a few of the members. In the course of several conversations, Mark Urnes introduced
me to Walt Wielbicki. We were interested in having a few healthy low maintenance bee colonies
as our primary goal with getting honey as a potential secondary goal. This is the type of beekeeping that is right down Walt’s alley and thankfully he took us under his wing.
Walt introduced me to the Warre Hive concept and I started right away building a few Warre
hive boxes. I then ordered 3 bee packages from Mike Radford for his Spring/April delivery at the
Sequim Airport. So, I built a set of Warre hive boxes and also purchased 2 sets of Langstroth
hive box assemblies from Sunny Farms. I wanted the 2 types of hives so as to be able to have
some type of hive comparison and try and judge what might work best for us. As I was somewhat familiar with the Langford hives I went with 2 Lang hives and my 1 Warre hive for starters. I was starting from scratch, I was a bit rusty and this approach also fit my initial comfort
level in getting back into having bees especially with Linda’s help. I am not as strong as I once
was and lifting heavy supers of honey was and is a concern for me, the smaller Warre hive and
the Warre hive concept helps me in this regard especially with my hive box lifter.

I picked up the 3 packages of bees from Mike Radford and took them home. Linda and I installed them working together mostly following Mike’s instructions. It was and is mucho fun
working together in our new apiary. In less than 2 weeks I could see and feel that our 1 Warre
hive was going to do really well and I was getting more comfortable with this hive concept. Basically the bees in the Warre were surviving all of my bumbling around with them. Then I phoned
Mike and asked if he had another spare package of bees and he did. In the meantime I had built
another basic Warre hive set and so I went with this for our fourth colony.
We now have 2 Warre and 2 Langstroth hive colonies that are getting ready for winter. It will
be interesting to see how well our hives actually get thru this winter, if they all survive and how
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strong they are when spring
comes? At this time all 4 of our
colonies have their extra honey
stored in a super or equivalent for
their winter stores. We have not
taken any honey for ourselves this
first year per instructions and
suggestions. One thing is that
even with several traps out Yellow
Jackets are persistent in our area
and present an obstacle for us and
for our bees to overcome. Right
now our 2 Warre hives seem fairly
strong as does one Lang hive. For
whatever reason, one Lang hive
does not seem to have as strong a
bee population as the others right now, possibly they had a late swarm?
Through most of this summer I have leaned heavily on [actually bugged] Walt for instructions,
education, ideas and so on regarding our Warre hives. He has been a great mentor to me in this
way and his advice has really helped Linda and I to successfully get to this point with our bees
and off to a good start. I have since built enuff Warre hive boxes to add 2 more Warre hives into
our apiary next spring. We will either be purchasing 2 more packages or possibly if I am lucky
in catching a swarm or two. Of course I also am reading many books about bees and also reading online all of which sometimes get me in trouble or should I say our bees in trouble? For instance, our bees were quite happy when we left them alone for 2 weeks this last summer while
we took a short RV vacation.
A note about our hives; I have cut out and installed small Plexiglas windows in almost every
brood box and super. I find these windows to be really helpful to check out the status of the
bees at any given time. Because our Warre hives have only top bars there is no sight restriction
when you open the little door and peer into the various windows. This makes the Warre hive
much more fun to monitor than the Langs which have frames semi blocking the interior view.
[See photos below] Also, whenever we have guests, no matter
what their age [4 to 92 years of
age], they all are really interested to be able to actually safely
look into a working bee hive and
see the comb being worked on by
the many bees and being filled
with honey or capped for brood,
etc… These windows provide a
view that most people never get
a chance to see in person. I’m an
advocate for windows for sure.

Jerry & Linda Dow
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Education……………………..Orentation Flight

Gleanings from the Library
From the Library:
The library books and videos have been busy this year. In all, 21 books have been checked out.
The most popular books have been:
Honey Bee Democracy, checked out 10 times!
Better Beekeeping, 5 times
Top-Bar Hive Beekeeping, also 5 times.
13 books in all were checked out.
10 different videos were checked out over the past 9 months, for example, Introduction to Beekeeping, 4 times.
Thank you to everyone taking advantaged of the library, caring for the books and videos and
remembering to bring them back.
See you next year.
—Marilyn Parks
NOPBA Librarian

I will arise and go now,
and go to Innisfree,

And a small cabin build there,
of clay and wattles made:
Nine bean-rows will I have there,
a hive for the honey-bee,
And live alone in the bee-loud glade.
William Butler Yeats:
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The Guard Bee
As winter is here this article I pulled out of Dr. Thomas D. Seeley’s book HONEYBEE DEMOCRACY
seemed to be appropriate. It gives us beekeepers an appreciation of what our girls go through during winter.
Dr. Thomas D. Seeley “Honeybee Democracy” Pages 18—19

—Walt

Unique Annual Cycle
The key to understanding why honeybee swarms are meticulous in the choice of their living
quarters is the unique annual cycle of the honeybee, which depends critically on colonies occupying nesting cavities that are both snug and roomy. Unlike all the other social insect species
that live in cold climates, honeybees do not survive winter in dormancy, but as fully functioning
colonies in self-heated nests. To achieve this means of winter survival, each colony contracts in
winter into a tight, well-insulated cluster of bees about the size of a basketball. The cluster’s
surface temperature is maintained above 10°C (50°F), which is a few degrees above a worker
bee’s chill-coma threshold, and so is warm enough to keep the outermost bees alive Heat is generated within the cluster by the bees isometrically contracting their two sets of flight muscles
(one for elevating the wings and one for depressing them) thereby producing much heat but few
or no wing vibrations. These flight muscles endow a bee with a surprisingly powerful means of
heat production.
Bees fly, of course, by flapping their wings—the most energetically demanding mode of animal
locomotion—and the flight muscles of insects are among the most metabolically active of tissues. Indeed, a flying bee expends energy at a rate of about 500 watts per kilogram (250 watts
per pound), whereas the maximum power output of an Olympic rowing crew is only about 20
watts per kilogram (10 watts per pound). At any moment, however, only a small portion of the
clustered bees will be shivering with maximum intensity, so the total heat output by the approximately two kilograms (four pounds) of bees in a winter cluster isn’t 1,000 watts, but is only
about 40 watts, a rate of heat production like that of a small incandescent light bulb. In a snug
cavity, sheltered from heat-robbing winds, a colony with this level of heat output will
survive the winter quite nicely. The importance of inhabiting a protective cavity is demonstrated by the sad fate of the occasional colony that fails to find shelter and nests in the open
almost certainly, it will perish when winter’s cold arrives.
A honeybee colony runs year-round on flower power, for what fuels a colony’s heat production
all winter long is the 20 or more kilograms (44+ pounds) of honey that the colony stockpiled in
its honeycombs over the previous summer. If one mounts a hive of bees on scales and takes a
weight reading each day for an entire year, one will see that winter is a time of steady weight
losses as a colony consumes its honey stores, and that summer is a time of episodic weight
gains as a colony scrambles to replenish these stores (fig. 2.8). For example, in Ithaca, New
York, my colonies restock their honeycombs mainly during the 60-day period between May 15
and July 15, when there unfolds a succession of mass flower-ings by plants that produce copious
nectar, including black locust and basswood trees, sumac shrubs, and various herbaceous
plants such as dandelions, raspberries, milkweeds, and clover.
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On a day when the air is warm, the sun is strong, and nectar is flush, the hive that I keep at
home on a set of platform scales will grow heavier by several kilograms, virtually all of it fresh
honey. Beekeepers call a string of such days a “honey flow.”
The task of amassing within a short summer season an ample supply of winter heating fuel is
one of the greatest problems faced by a honeybee colony. Honey is a dense, energy-rich food, but
even so, 20 kilograms (44 pounds) of the stuff will nearly fill a 16-liter (14-quart) bucket, or
more than 50 of those plastic honey bears one sees lined up beside the grape jelly at the supermarket. How much work effort and storage space is needed to create such a bulky hoard of calories? Regarding work effort, given that freshly collected nectar is (on average) a 40 percent sugar solution and fully ripened honey is roughly an 80 percent sugar solution, and given that a
foraging bee typically brings home a nectar load weighing about 40 milligrams (0.001 ounces),
we can calculate that the collection of enough nectar to produce 20 kilograms (44 pounds) of
honey requires more than 1 million foraging trips by a colony’s workers. And when one also considers the miles flown and countless blossoms visited on each foraging trip, one realizes what
prodigious efforts the bees make over summer to sustain their colony through winter. Regarding
storage space, given that it takes 250 square centimeters of honeycomb to store one kilogram of
honey (i.e., 18 square inches of comb per pound of honey), and given that every 250 square centimeters of honeycomb require about 0.9 liters of nest cavity space (to accommodate the honeyfilled comb and the adjacent passageways for the bees), we can calculate that the storage of 20
kilograms (44 pounds) of honey requires a nesting cavity of at least some 18 liters (4 gallons).
Thus we can see that when a colony chooses its future homesite, it will need to reject tree cavities smaller than these volumes. Ideally, it will find a nesting cavity somewhat roomier still, to
accommodate extra honey-filled combs and still more combs for the colony’s brood rearing operation, which in spring can fill more than half the cells in a colony’s nest as the colony rebuilds
its workforce in preparation for swarming. Beekeepers, by the way, have found a clever way to
exploit the bees’ drive to fill their nests with honey. By housing their colonies in hives that provide vastly more nesting space—about 160 liters (some 36 gallons)—than is needed by bees living in nature, beekeepers induce their colonies to amass astonishing amounts of honey, sometimes more than 100 kilograms (220 pounds) of honey per hive in a summer. Thus a colony of
hardworking bees residing in a beekeeper’s hive will often provide its landlord with dozens of
combs brimming with honey. The honeybee’s annual cycle is unique in other ways besides the
overwintering process. Consider how a colony starts rebuilding its workforce in the middle of
winter. Shortly after the winter solstice, when the days begin to grow longer but snow still blankets the countryside, each honeybee colony raises the core temperature of its winter cluster to
about 35°C (95°F), the optimum temperature for rearing new bees. With the cluster’s core now
serving as a cozy incubator, the queen begins to lay eggs, using cells that were emptied of their
honey during the preceding weeks of cold.
A note from “Blue Ice Bees Apiary”: My new swarm in Warre “W3” are cleaning out MANY dead
bees December 5 th. They have not touched the Candy I put in and they are flying at 45 degrees.
“W2” I harvested honey from is attacking the Candy like mad and are flying also at 40—45 degrees — WALT
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Membership signup form and renewal for NOPBA

Forgot your dues ? Or if you wish to become a member fill out the form below
and send it to the address on the form.
Please make checks payable to NOPBA

North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers Association
New Member signup & Renewal form
Name ________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________
Phone ________________________________________________________
Email _________________________________________________________
Beekeeping experience __________________________________________
Number of Hives _______________________________________________
Type of Hives __________________________________________________
For office use only:
Dues Paid___________ Date ___________
Initials ________
To Mail in:
1. Fill out form
2. Enclose Check for $10.00 for one years dues
3. Mail to:
NOPBA
P.O. box 3036
Sequim, WA 98382
MMXIV, ISSUE 12
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LINKS
WASBA Education
WASBA news
WSBA events
National Honey Board
USDA, ARS, HONEY BEE RESEARCH
WSDA Apiary Program

WSU Department of Entomology
Central Washington Beekeepers Association
Clark County Beekeepers Association
East Jefferson Beekeepers Association
Inland Empire Beekeepers
Lewis County Beekeepers
Methow Valley Beekeepers
Mid Columbia Beekeepers Association
Mount Baker Beekeepers
North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers
Northwest District Beekeepers
Olympia Beekeepers, Thurston County
Pierce County Beekeepers
Puget Sound Beekeepers
Skagit Valley Beekeepers
Snoqualmie Beekeepers Association

Stanwood-Camano Island Beekeepers
West Sound Beekeepers
Whidbey Island Beekeepers Association
http://sciencefriday.com/playlist/#play/segment/8383

WWW.NOPBA.ORG
INFO@NOPBA.ORG

The North Olympic Peninsula
Beekeepers’ Association
formed to promote the common
interest and general welfare of
beekeeping, to protect honey
bees, to encourage good bee
management practices, and to
encourage good public relations
between beekeepers and the
public.

Our meetings are currently held on the
second Sunday of the month at 1:00 p.m.
A WSBA class for certification starts one
hour before the business meeting. We
meet indoors at the Port Angeles Library.
NEXT MEETING :
January 11, 2015

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 2014 – 2015
President

Bob Pasco

pasco@olypen.com

Vice President

Cindy Ericksen

ericksenpc@olympus.net

Secretary

Jev Unick

jevrene@q.com

Treasure

Walt Wielbicki

waltw@q.com

Education

Mark Urnes

urnes@msn.com

Beekeeper Trustee

Mark Urnes

urnes@msn.com

Librarian
Newsletter

Richard & Marilyn Parks

rwparks12@yahoo.com

Walt Wielbicki

waltw@q.com

North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers Association
Editor: Walt Wielbicki
E-mail: waltw@q.com
NOPBA
PO Box 3036, Sequim WA 98382
www.nopba.org
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